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ARBITRATION REGULATIONS
I. INTRODUCTION
The persons in charge of the organization of a championship shall ensure (in the absence of a Federal
Representative for Arbitration), and with the help of the referees they have nominated, that the
competition takes place in accordance to all regulations on a technical level.
Any instance of disrespect towards the referees and judges who supervise the competition must be
reported to the person(s) in charge of the championship’s organization by way of a detailed written
report. They will then seize the persons denounced in the report for their inappropriate or out-of-place
behavior. This includes club officials, club instructors, relatives of the participants, or the participants
themselves.
If they deem it necessary, the people in charge of the organization can require a disciplinary action
towards the offending individual(s), whether they are participants, club officials or relatives of a
participant.
Accepting to be nominated as referee or judge implies that the nominated person pledges on their word
of honor to respect the regulations and to enforce those regulations.
The main referee will always interrupt a combat after a valid touch, the end of a salvo, or a technical
offense.

II. REFEREES
There are 4 referees in total:
-

-

-

1 Main referee: The main referee oversees the combat. That means they are the one who grants
touches, punishes offenses and maintains order. The judges are the main referee’s assistants; their
primary function is to determine the materiality and the validity of touches.
The main referee has full power regarding the carrying out of combats within their sparring area. They
can move both outside and inside the “combat arena”.
At the start of every combat, the main referee shall give a red or green armband or belt to each of the
combatant, that they must wear around their left arm (for the green combatant), their right arm (for
the red combatant) or around their waist.
During a duel opposing two combatants, the first protagonist to be called up will take place on the
right side of the main referee, and will wear the green belt or armband. The second protagonist will
take place on the left side of the main referee and will wear the red belt or armband.
The main referee announces touches by raising one hand, with as many fingers held out as the number
of points awarded by the touch (1, 3 or 5 points), and by announcing the areas touched and giving
out warnings.
The main referee is the only person authorized to announce an interruption or the end of the combat,
by issuing the “Halt!” command.
2 Judges: they are the main referee’s assistants, and they help ensure the combat takes place
according to regulations. Their function is to determine the materiality and validity of the touches.
Each judge is responsible for one of the combatants; they watch the touches of the combatants they
are assigned to, to ensure validity.
The judges take positions on opposite sides of the combat arena, keep a safe distance, and must never
step inside the arena exit boundary.
The judges announce touches by raising one hand, with as many fingers held out as the number of
points awarded by the touch (1, 3 or 5 points), and by announcing the areas touched and giving out
warnings.
1 judge in charge of keeping time: they keep time by using a stopwatch or the dedicated iOS or
Android application. The timing of the combat will be undertaken in real time.
The judge will start the stopwatch at the first command of “Fight!”.
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They will stop the stopwatch whenever expressly asked by the main referee, and will start again at
the next “Fight!” command.
In the case where both combatants score at least 10 points, they must loudly and clearly announce
the start of “Sudden Death!”
At the end of the prescribed time, the judge in charge of timing must announce “Time!” loudly and
intelligibly to notify the main referee.
To ensure that combats are be carried out properly, the main referee may also, at the beginning of each
fight, nominate a person in charge of keeping scores, a person in charge of the use of Force Powers, a
person in charge of special gear (if necessary), and/or a person in charge of combatants.
In the current absence of a Federal Representative for Arbitration, the approved referees by the person(s)
in charge of the championship’s organization must have undergone an arbitration training course in the
3 months prior to the competition they are going to oversee.
Referees are allowed to take part as combatants in the competitions they oversee. However, they are
not authorized to oversee matches that include a combatant they have just sparred against, or that they
could spar against in the next round.

III. OFFENSES AND SANCTIONS
Offenses and sanctions are divided into 4 categories. Each category contains several levels of offense. A
second offense committed in the same category entails an offense of the next level.
Any offense requires the main referee to interrupt the combat.

Sign

WHITE

YELLOW
RED
BLACK

Explanation
Technical offense on the part of one or both combatants calling for an interruption of
combat. A verbal warning is issued and will remain valid for the duration of the current
match.
Verbal warning with a penalty valid for the current match. The offending party’s opponent is
awarded 3 points.
Penalty, the offending party’s opponent is awarded 5 points.
The offending party is excluded from the competition.

1st Category – Offenses

1st offense

2nd
offense

Exiting the combat arena without authorization.
Counter-attack (*)
Corps à corps in order to avoid a touch (*)
Covering/switching target area (*)
Heavy touch
Excessive interruptions of combat
Gear not up to regulation standards
Non-presentation to the sparring area when called by the referee, after 3 calls separated by
an interval of 1 minute.
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Unwarranted complaint
Refusal to comply
Involuntary exit from the arena

2nd Category – Offenses

1st offense

2nd
offense

1st offense

2nd
offense

Violent, vindictive or dangerous behavior (*)
Shoving (*), disorganized actions, taking off one’s mask before the referee’s “Halt!” command.
Asking for an interruption on the pretext of an unconfirmed injury
Thrusting touch
Touch landed with excessive force, or during or after a fall (*)
Voluntary exit from the arena
Using the non-sword hand or arm (*)

3rd Category – Offenses
Unsportsmanlike behavior during combat (*)
Combatant disrupting order in the sparring area
Starting the combat before the “Fight!” command given by the referee (*)
Keeping on fighting after the “Halt!” command given by the referee (*)
Disruption of order in the sparring area by any individual

4th Category - Offenses

1st offense

Intentional brutality
Offense against the spirit of fair play and sportsmanship
Fixing the outcome of a combat, losing intentionally, and/or gaining benefits from such
collusion
Refusal to spar against any officially registered combatant

(*) any touch landed by the offending combatant is ruled as invalid.

IV. ARBITRATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. Starting combat, at the beginning
“Combatants: salute.”
“Combatants: en garde.”
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“Ready?”
“Fight!”

2. Starting combat again, after an interruption
“Combatants: en garde.”
“Fight!”

3. Interrupting a combat
“Halt!”
“Combatants: take your positions.”

4. Announcing points, after a valid touch
“[Green/Red] combatant, touch in area [1/2/3]. [1/3/5] points.” The referee first announces which
combatant has touched, and which target area they have struck on their opponent’s body. Then, they
announce the corresponding number of points.
After that, the referee announces the current score, always starting with the green combatant’s score,
before the red combatant’s score.
The main referee should be able to describe the phrase d’armes, if necessary.

5. Announcing a combat’s end
“Victory for the [green/red] combatant, [X] points to [Y]
“Salute.”
“Salute the referees.”
“Shake hands.”
“Thank you. Combatants, exit the arena.”

V. SIGNALS AND POSITIONING
By convention, the main referee places the green combatant on their right, and the red combatant on
their left. The figures below follow this positioning principle.

1. Main referee gestures

Figure 1: “Salute” or “En garde” or “Salute the
referees”.

Figure 2: “Ready?”
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Figure 3: “Fight!”

Figure 4:
Uncertainty on the referee’s part. They haven’t seen
the offense or the touch.

Figure 5: “Technical offense”

Figure 6: “Confused game” or “Continue”

Figure 7a: “Green combatant, touch in area 1, 1
point”

Figure 7b: “Green combatant, touch in area 2, 3
Points”
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Figure 7c: “Green combatant, touch in area 3, 5
Points”

Figure 8a: “Red combatant, touch in area 1, 1 point”

Figure 8b: “Red combatant, touch in area 2, 3
Points”

Figure 8c: “Red combatant, touch in area 3, 5
Points”
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Figure 9: “Unintentional exit from the arena”
The red combatant has exited the combat arena by
unintentionally stepping outside the boundary with
both feet (after being shoved).

Figure 10: “Unintentional exit from the arena”
The green combatant has exited the combat arena
by unintentionally stepping outside the boundary
with both feet (after being shoved).

Figure 11: “Exit from the arena”
The red combatant has exited the combat arena by
intentionally stepping outside the boundary with
both feet. The points are awarded to the green
combatant.

Figure 12: “Exit from the arena”
The green combatant has exited the combat arena
by intentionally stepping outside the boundary with
both feet. The points are awarded to the red
combatant.
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Figure 13: “Offense!”
The green combatant has committed an offense
punishable by either a warning or a penalty.

Figure 14: “Offense!”
The red combatant has committed an offense
punishable by either a warning or a penalty.

Figure 15: “Halt!”
The referee asks for an interruption of combat.
Some arbitration signals can follow, to explain the
interruption.
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2. REFEREE POSITIONING AND SPARRING AREA

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)

Green combatant.
Red combatant.
Main referee.
Judge assigned to the green combatant.
Judge assigned to the red combatant.
Judge assigned to keeping time and scoring of the points.
Fighting area designed for individual combats and team combats, called “combat arena”.
Green combatant’s on-guard line.
Red combatant’s on-guard line.
Engagement boundary (or arena exit boundary for children under 15 years of age).
Arena exit boundary.
Boundary of the area reserved for referees and judges.
Safety perimeter for the audience.
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